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The Economic Consequences of the Bank War

Peter Temin

The 1830

history.

's

represent a fascinating period in American

They witnessed the emergence of the complex

phenomenon known as Jacksonian democracy and the rise and
collapse of one of the fastest inflationary movements of
the nineteenth century.

These two events normally are

thought to have been causally connected, since one of
the defining acts of Jacksonsonian democracy was the veto
and destruction of the Second Bank of the United States:
the celebrated Bank War,

The demise of this bank is

thought to have removed the only effective constraint on
the state banks, leading to expansion and inflation.
The purpose of this essay is to take issue with this

view and also with the views of several recent, unorthodox

Investigators.

I

will suggest instead that the inflation

of the 1830's was the result of a fortuitous combination
of events, none of which could have produced the price rise
by itself, and most of which were not connected with the

political acts of President Jackson.

Together they main-

tained a tenuous balance for a few years, but the rapid

.2-

dlssipation of this balance placed intolerable strains upon
the existing monetary arrangements and led to the v;ell-known

panics of the late lB30's.
The paper is divided into four parts.

In the first, the

events to be explained are outlined and the Inadequacies
of previous explanations exposed.

In the second and third,

a new explanation is advanced and empirical evidence is

mustered to document the theory.

Finally, a concluding

section comments on the historiography of the period,

I

The Second Bank of the United States was chartered
in 1816 to alleviate the financial embarrassment that followed

the demise of the First Bank of the United States in I8II

and the subsequent

v/ar

with England.

The Second Bank was

the only bank chartered by the federal government, and it
had two special functions in addition to its normal banking

activities.

It was the

fiscal agent of the federal treasury,

acquiring as a result the responsibility for a large volume
of interregional transactions, and it was supposed to en-

courage the establishment of a uniform national currency to
replace the chaotic issues of state-chartered banks.

The
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latter task was accomplished in two ways.

The Second Bank

issued its own notes, and it promptly returned the notes
of state banks it received in payment of government

obligations (or any other obligations) to the issuing
banks for redemption in specie, i.e., in silver or gold.
In the eyes of several historians, the Second Bank, by

taking responsibility for the currency and acknowledging
a responsibility to aid the economy in times of crisis,

became a fledgling central bank, and its president,

Nicholas Blddle a pioneer central banker.
For reasons that continue to be debated. President

Jackson vetoed the bill renewing the Second Bank's twenty2

year charter in I832.

This was probably the decisive

engagement of the Bank War, but the removal of the government deposits in 1833-3^ from the Second Bank had more

immediate impact,

Midway through 1833, Jackson ordered

the Secretary of the Treasury to initiate inquiries toward

this end.

After some problems obtaining a Secretary who

would carry out the policy, public deposits were transfered

from the Dank of the United States to a variety of state
banks.

Biddle's reaction to the loss of these deposits

vjas
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to restrict credit and accumulate reserves, a policy that

lasted from the fall of 1833 into the summer of 183^.

This

policy in turn led to great stringency in the money market
and to a recession of unknown magnitude, but to the extent
that the Bank's policy was designed to convince the government
of the Bank's value, it was a failure.^
In March, 183^, Biddle wrote to colleague that "the

Executive, by removing the public revenues has relieved the
I]

Bank from all responsibility for the currency."

Inflation, or

so the traditional story goes, was the consequence.

The precise extent and duration of the inflation depends
on the measure used.

It will be

represented here by the

price index Smith and Cole derived using weights designed
to show "the tone of business in the northeastern section

of the country."

1820

's

This index drifted downward through the

(with a small upward deviation from trend in 1825)

to a trough in the summer of I83O.

It

then rose about 20

per cent in the next three years, peaking in the fourth

quarter of I833.

As a result of Riddle's contraction, prices

fell to a new trough in the second quarter of 183^ at a level
only about

5

per cent above the trough In I830.

Prices

^

.
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rose rapidly from this trough and reached a peak level
50 per cent above the 183^ trough during the first quarter

of 1837.

The fall from this peak was irregular:

prices

fell in 1837, rose in I838, and fell in 1839 and succeeding

years to a trough in the first quarter of 18^3 about 20
per cent below the low point in either I83O or 183^
One can view these data either as describing an in-

flation lasting from I83O to I837 with a temporary in-

terruption in 1834 or as describing a combination of a mild
inflation before 1833 followed by an independent sharper
price rise from
but

I

183^^

to l837.

The latter view is more common,

shall tend toward the former in this essay

— albeit

with

emphasis on the speed of the price rise after 183^.
The presumed link between the Bank War and the price rise

can be seen in this representative quotation:

"The decease

of the Bank of the United States with its wholesome if un-

popular habit of presenting notes of local banks for payment,
released the last brake [on speculation],"

The state banks

are seen as anxious to expand their liabilities without in-

creasing their reserves, but prevented from doing so by the

restraining actions of the Second Bank which forced them to

-6-

keep a relatively high reserve ratio to redeem their notes.

This constraint being removed, the banks indulged their

desires, increasing their liabilities at the cost of lower

reserve ratios.

The resultant increase in the stock of

money then led to the observed rise in prices.
This reasoning is simple and straightforward; there is
no reason why this sequence of events could not have happened.

If it had happened, however, the rise in prices would have been

accompanied by a fall in the aggregate reserve ratio of the
banking system, and no such fall took place between the Bank
War and the start of I837.

The aggregate reserve ratio reached

its low point for the period 1820-44 at the end of I83I when
it

stood at 15 per cent, and It was between 16 and I8 per cent

at the end of each year between 1832 and I836 except for 1834

when it was higher.

7

A

decline in the reserve ratio

— i.e.,

an increase in the stock of money due to unsupported bank

expansion

— cannot

be used as an explanation for the price rise

after 1834.
An alternative view of the inflation was presented by

George Macesich in i960.

He argued that an exogenously

determined capital inflow led to an excess supply of foreign

-7-

exchange, a fall In the exchange rate to the specie point, a

resultant specie Inflow, and an increase in the stock of
Q

money.

(The last link in this chain was admittedly loose;

short term changes in the banking structure and behavioral

ratios reduced the short-run correspondence of specie flows
and changes in the money stock.)

This argument, like the

traditional one, fails because of problems with an Intermediate
step.

There was an inflow of both capital and specie, during

the 1830's, but the connection between them was not as

Macesich described.

Only in one year during the inflation,

183^, did the exchange rate reach the specie point, and

most of the specie inflow cannot be seen as a balancing item
in the international accounts.

q

Jeffrey Williamson, arguing against Macesich'

proposed another explanation for the inflation.

s

views,

He said that

a "long swing" expansion in domestic development led to excess

demands for goods and real money balances and an excess supply
of securities.

As an excess demand for real balances would

not normally lead to an inflation, Williamson suggested that

"the flow of gold may have oversatisfied excess demands in the

money market."

If his mechanism is to explain the inflation.

—

-8-

Wllliamson needs to assert that the flow of gold did oversatisfy the demand for real balances, but this assertion
has several problems.

It

implies that his model has a

dynamic framework such that the economy is not always heading

toward equilibrium.

Without further specification of the
In addition,

model, it is hard to see how it could be tested.

the model includes only gold movements in the relevant

specie flows, while the inflow of silver In the l830's
11

was a more important cause of the inflation.

A

satis-

factory explanation for the price movement has yet to be
given.
II
I

1830

's

ments.

would like to argue that the price movements of the
may be seen as the result of two independent developOn the one hand, there was the interaction of a

slowly rising demand for real balances with a very rapid
and temporary

— Increase

in the supply of nominal balances.

On the other hand, there was a temporary rise in the British

demand for American securities and cotton that permitted (and
even helped to induce) prices in the United States to rise

relative to those of its trading partners.

-9-

The demand for real balances may be seen as a function
of Interest rates, price changes, wealth, real Income, and

tastes.

12

The absence of data on tastes does not pose

an Insurmountable problem to the estimation of this function;
we may assume that people did not change the total amount

of money they wished to hold at given levels of the

other variables, although the form in which they v;ished to
hold this money may have been changed by the financial

vicissitudes of the l830's.
3-nd

The absence of data on wealth

income, on the other hand, is more serious.

13

As there

is a reasonable consensus that the path of income was not

smooth in the l830's and early l8^0's, it would be foolhardy to estimate the demand for money on interest rates,
price changes, and a time trend (serving as a proxy for

wealth and income) alone,
A

more indirect approach is Indicated.

The variables

affecting the demand for money may be partitioned into
secular and temporary influences.

A

regression of the money

stock on a time trend then will show its dependence on

long-run demand influences, and the errors from this re-

gression will show the effects of transitory factors.

.
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Slnce the supply of money was exogenously determined (as
will be demonstrated below), ordinary least squares is an

appropriate technique to use to partition the demand curve.
We do not have enough data to perform a multiple correlation

analysis, but a discussion of the errors from this simple

regression will provide a reasonable, albeit imprecise,
substitute
A

simple time trend rising at four per cent per

annum explains 82 per cent of the variance of the real
money stock from I830 through 1844,

The influence of

other factors is shown in a Durbin-Watson statistic of
1.12, which does not allow us to reject (at a

5

per cent

confidence level) the hypothesis of autocorrelation in the
14

residuals.

The stock of real balances was above its

trend from late I835 to late 1837, reaching a peak

deviation of 14 per cent in late 1835.

It was

trend from late I838 to late 1842, reaching

a

below its
peak deviation of

11 per cent in late l84l.

Monetary theory predicts that the demand for money should
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fall when interests rates rise, and rise when they fall, but

there is no evidence that Interest rates were lower in the

mld-l830's than in the early l840's.

Nor is there any

evidence of a negative relationship between these two

variables in shorter intervals.

15

Our theory also predicts

that if price changes affect the demand for money, they will

act to lower the demand in times of inflation.

The rise in

the demand for money during the inflationary years of the

1830

's

implies that this effect may be neglected.

Changes

in wealth probably were not large enough to be Important,

leaving income to be considered.

The traditional story

assumes that income rose in the rald-l830's and fell in the
early l840's, behaving much as the deviations of the demand
for real balances from its trend.

In the absence of

further information, we may attribute the observed de-

viations of the demand for real balances from Its trend to
income movements, remembering that the deviations were small

compared to the changes in the supply of money.
In fact, this comparatively stable demand for real balances

was faced with an extraordinary increase in the supply of

money starting in the early l830's.

The slow outward flow

of specie that the United States had experienced in the

1820

's

was replaced about I830 by a short-lived but rapid
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inflow.

The major cause of this reversal was a rise in the

difference between the silver imported from Mexico and the
silver exported to the Orient, but the inflow was swelled
by specie balancing the capital inflow during the re-

cession of 1834 and specie received in payment of a French
indemnity in I836.

None of these flows can be viewed

as the result of the price rise in the United States or of

internal developments other than the Bank War, and the
specie imports attributable to the Bank War amounted to only
$8

million out of total imports of $40 million between

1830 and 1836.

Friedman and Schwartz have introduced

a

decomposition of

the stock of money, showing how it can be viewed as a

function of the stock of specie (or high-powered money),
the reserve ratio of banks, and the proportion of money

that is held by the public in the form of specie (as

opposed to bank notes or deposits).

If the assumption is

made that these three magnitudes moved independently of
one another, the influence or any one of them on the stock
of money may be easily calculated.

If the two ratios stay

constant, the stock of money is strictly proportional to the

-13-

stock of specie, and the marginal effect of an added dollar
of specie is given by the ratio of the existing stock of

money to the existing stock of specie.

16

As a result of

the confidence in the banking system developed during the

1820 's, the ratio of money to specie in the United States

had risen to a level in the early l830's that allowed specie

flows to have powerful effects on the supply of money.

The

rise in the stock of money in the l830's consequently

followed directly from the specie imports of that decade.
The combination of a relatively stable demand for

real balances and a rapidly rising supply of money led to
a rise in prices.

This rise in prices in turn led to a

balance of payments deficit on current account.

(The

rapid rise in income in the l830's, of course, acted in the
same direction.)

In the absence of compensating capital

movements, foreign exchange would have become scarce,
and its price would have rjsen.

When it rose enough to

offset the cost of shipping specie, specie would have been

shipped abroad to cover the deficit, limiting the inflation
the specie inflow could cause.

—
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Thls limit was not effective in the l830's due to a

large rise in the capital exports from Britain to the United
States in these years.
the 1820

's

The British exported capital in

to South America, but the countries of that

region soon defaulted on their bonds, and the British turned

toward North America,

There was a lull in all British

foreign lending in the late l820's, and when British capital
exports rose thereafter, capital imports to the United
States rose with them.

Measuring from 1827, a year of no

British capital exports, to 1837, the capital Imports
to the United States amounted to about three-fifths of

all capital exports from Britain.

17

The shift in the direction of British capital exports

could have come about either because of a change on the
supply side

—a

shift in the behavior of British lenders

or because of an increase in the American demand.

It

seems

likely that changes took place on both sides of the market.
In the United States, there was a demand for capital to build

canals in imitation of the fabulously successful Erie Canal
and, during the mld-l830's, to finance the import surplus

resulting from the high Internal prices.

In Britain, there

was an exportable surplus, a disillusionment with the direction
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capital exports had taken in the 1820 's, and admiration for
the repayment of the United States government debt.

In

addition, the British demand for American cotton rose during
the mld-1830's, and British investors were willing to

supply capital to the cotton-growing states at the same
time as their willingness to pay high prices for raw cotton

reduced the impact of American price rises on the American
balance of trade.

18

The interest rate differential between British consols
and Massachusetts or Boston bonds was approximately half
a percentage point higher in the l830's than in the l820's,

but this was the result of a long-term downward drift

of British Interest rates that continued Irrespective of the

flow of capital to the United States.

19

In the absence of

greater than usual price incentives for capital to flow to
the United States, the causes of the large flow must have

lain partly in England, in the availability of capital
and in sanguine British expectations about the American

future.

For present purposes, it is sufficient to establish

that there was an Increase in the supply of capital available
to the United States large enough to obviate a specie outflow
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And as

in payment for the Import surplus of the l830's.

mentioned above, the high British demand for American cotton
reduced the Import surplus to be expected at any given price
level and so induced an even greater Inflation that might have

resulted from the capital and specie flows alone.

It

therefore

contributed to the speed of the inflation after 1834.
This increased supply of capital could not have produced
the American inflation by Itself, however.

Had the United

States imported capital without also retaining more of its

Mexican silver imports, specie would have had to be imported
from Europe to enable American prices to rise far enough
to effect the necessary transfer of resources.

The Inflation

came to an end in I837 when the Bank of England took measures
to restrain its loss of specie;

20

had the Bank of England

lost specie earlier to the United States, it undoubtedly

would have taken restrictive measures earlier, terminating
the American inflation and import of capital.
it

Consequently,

was the combination of an Increased supply of specie

and an increased supply of foreign capital that produced
the rapid American inflation of the l830's.
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III
Not all parts of the preceding argument lend themselves
to extensive documentation.

The demand for real balances

and the supply of foreign capital in particular are known only

approximately, and the evidence pertaining to these functions
has been presented in the course of the exposition.

For the

supply of money, on the other hand, the case is altogether

different.

It

is possible to describe in detail the forces

increasing this supply in the l830's, showing that the increase in the supply of money was a cause, not a result, of
the price rise in the United States.

This demonstration supports

the interpretation presented here at the same time as it

documents the refutation of earlier hypotheses.
Data on the money stock in the United States are presented
in the first column of Table 1.

This series differs from

previous ones in definition and in the dating used.

Most

investigators have followed the Treasury in reporting the

monetary stock as of January

1

of each year.

As the Treasury

reports were submitted in the first week of January each
year, however, it is obvious that the data refer to the stock

near the end of the previous year, and they are labelled as

-18-

such In Table 1.

21

The data on the stock of specie come

from a different and less reliable source than the banking
data.

In all probability they are too low, since the

implied proportion of money held in the form of specie by
the public (the last column of Table 1)

low in the early l830's.
in this stock

— as

is

unrealistically

On the other hand, the changes

opposed to its level

— agree

tolerably well

with the International flow of specie, and an adjustment of
the level would leave the discussion essentially unchanged.
The money stock at the start of the 1830'

larger than it had been during the 1820

's

it had been in the years just before I83O.
a

s

was no

and lower than
22

It

rose to

peak at the end of I836, coincident with the peak in

prices and just before the suspension of specie payments
in May, I837.

The new trough in 1842 was at a higher level

than the I830 level, but the larger demand for real balances
in the later years resulting from the intervening expansion

of the economy caused prices to be lower.

The remaining columns of Table

1

show the three quantities

isolated by Friedman and Schwartz as determinants of the
stock (presented here as simple functions of the magnitudes

-19-

Table

1

The Money Stock and Its Decomposition

-20-

Friedman and Schwartz used).

The stock of specie had been

falling slowly during the l820's.

This depressing effect

on the money stock was offset by the expansionary effect of

falls in the reserve ratio and the proportions of money held
as specie, changes due to the increased confidence in the

banking system supervised by the Second Bank,

As discounts

on bank notes of distant banks fell, people were willing to

hold proportionately more bank notes and deposits, and banks
were enabled to reduce their reserves.

23

By the start of

the 1830's, therefore, a rise in the stock of specie by

one dollar, ceteris paribus, would increase the stock of

money by four or five dollars.

(Of course, if the estimated

stock of specie shown has been underestimated, this multiplier
has been overestimated.)

Starting at the end of I831, a new set of Influences
on the money stock appeared.

The reserve ratio and the

proportion of money held as specie stopped declining, re-

maining stationary or rising in the course of the inflation.
The deviation of the

183^^

data from this pattern can be

related to the Bank War; but while it is easy to see why
banks would have increased their reserve ratios dur;ing the

contraction enforced upon them by the Second Bank, it is harder
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to see why the public should have been willing to hold such
a large

proportion of their monetary assets as liabilities

of these same beleagered banks.

It

is likely that the reserve

ratio shown for 183^ is too high and the proportion of money
held as specie too low.

In any case, the lack of a downward

trend in the reserve ratio after I83I shows that the Bank

War did not produce the inflation by allowing banks to expand
the money supply without attention to reserves.

The upward trend in the proportion of money held as specie

began before the crisis of I837.
in this ratio

— as

After that date, the rise

well as the rise in reserve ratios

— can

be

understood as a reaction to the crisis, but the rise before
then is problematical.

Contemporary comments propose

the hypothesis that it was due to a change in the price of

gold in the United States.

The United States was on a

bimetallic standard, the price of gold being 15 times
the price of silver before 183^.

As the world (i.e., London) price

of gold was higher than this relative to silver, the United States
was on an effective silver standard.

A law of 183^

decreased

the amount of gold in a dollar, leaving the amount of silver

-22-

unchanged, thus changing the price of gold from 15 to l6
times the price of silver.

This was slightly higher than

the London price ratio, and the intent of the change was to

attract gold to the United States and to encourage the use
of metallic

— as

opposed to paper

— currency. 24

Even if the

assumption that people preferred gold to silver was sound,
the presumption that the Increased public holdings of specie
in the l830's were composed to gold would be incorrect.
As gold was undervalued before 183^, there was little

or no gold in the country at that time, and the imports of

gold in the 1830'

s

were not enough to have supplied the

public with their increased holdings of specie.

Silver as well as gold was flowing into the country after
1834

— despite

its presumed undervaluation

total inflow of specie that we must look.
that the two ratios in Table

stock of specie

— gold

1

— and

it

is to the

At the same time

stopped their decline, the

and silver

— began

a sharp ascent.

The

stock of specie in late I836 was about $40 million higher than
it had been in I83I, a rise that easily explains the rise in the

stock of money by about $120 million in the same time.

25
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Although changes in all three determinants affected year to
year changes in the money stock, the changes in the stock of
specie were the only ones that consistently and strongly

acted to increase the stock of money.
Net imports of specie during the l830's have been broken

down according to the metal involved and the country of origin
in Table 2.

It

is Immediately obvious that most of the imports

were of silver even after 1834 and that Imports of specie
from Europe were important only in 183^, I836, and I838.

Discussions of gold flows or of balancing items in European
trade therefore have only the capability to explain part of
the flows.
To discover if any of the specie imports from Europe

were balancing items, it is necessary to discover what
the equilibrium exchange rate was.

The relevant exchange

rate is between pounds and dollars, specie being considered as
a

balancing item primarily in Anglo-American trade.

As the price

of silver was not officially fixed in England, par usually is

assumed

to have been determined by the gold content of the

pound and the dollar.

But gold was undervalued

in America relative to British before 183^, and gold was not

shipped to the United States.

Par as determined by the price

-24-

Table
Net Imports
"

Fiscal Year

(-)

2

of Gold and Silver Coin and Bullion by Country of Origin
($

million)

-25-

of gold consequently was not an equilibrium level.

There was a market for silver in London, and gold was

worth about 15.7 times as much as silver on this market
Gold was worth only 15 times as much

in the early l830's.

as silver in the United States, and the price of silver in

terms of gold was about
the United States.

exchange rate

5

per cent less in England than in

Americans would import silver at an

per cent above the rate at which they would

5

ship gold because they could buy silver more cheaply than gold
in England, and the exchange rate was prevented from falling
to "gold par" by these shipments.

The cost of shipping specie
28

was about

2

or

3

per cent of its value,

and the shipment

of silver was profitable when the exchange rate fell to about
2

or

per cent above gold par.

3

The act of l83^ raised the price of gold as of August
1,

1834, to 16 times the price of silver, making silver worth

about
gold.

2

per cent more in England than in American relative to
This was not enough incentive to create an export of

silver from the United States in return for an import of gold.

-26-

but it destroyed the incentive to import silver rather than

gold when there was a choice.

Gold par became relevant

to discussions of American specie imports at this time, and

the change in the equilibrium exchange rate (2 per cent) was

far less than the change in the bimetallic ratio

(7

per cent).

29

We do not have data on exchange rates; they have to be

derived from the prices of bills of exchange.

Bills of ex-

change were a credit instrument as well as a means of ex-

changing currency, and the price of a bill on London understates the exchange rate by the interest charge for the

duration of the bill.
above

2

Nevertheless, this price stayed

per cent above gold par before 183^ and above

2

per cent below gold par during the remainder of the l830's with
the

sole exception of

l83^.

30

The low price of foreign ex-

change in 183^ encouraged the Importation of specie, and
we may attribute the $8 million Imported from Europe in

this year to this profitable opportunity.

Biddle's con-

traction, by decreasing the demand for Imports and

causing specie to be imported to balance the Inflow of capital,
had the paradoxical result of aiding the inflation temporarily

halted by the contraction.

31
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The inflow of European gold in I836 was not the result

of an excess supply of foreign exchange.

Most of this

import was in payment of a French indemnity for damage
done to Americans during the Napoleonic

signed July ^, I83I.

V/ars

under a treaty

The delay in payment resulted from

the failure of the French legislature to appropriate
the necessary money and caused some bitterness between
the Second Bank (which was to collect the indemnity) and

the Jackson administration; the timing of this inflow

clearly was independent of the American inflation.

32

But while gold was imported during the inflation as a

balancing item in 1834 and as payment for an indemnity in
1836, the major imports of specie were of silver.
be seen from Table

2

It

can

that almost all the silver imports

came from Mexico and that they were partially offset by a
small but persistant flow of silver to Asia, primarily to
China.

-^-^

In the l820's the outflow of silver to Asia

balanced the inflow of silver from Mexico, nullifying any

inflationary effects of the imports.

This balance was

destroyed in the l830's by a small rise in imports from
Mexico and a larger fall in the exports to China.

-28-

Silver was a commodity export for Mexico, and the
Increase in its quantity during the mid-l830's was probably
due to an increase in supply.

The price of silver was fixed

in terms of American currency, and the inflation reduced the

quantity of goods bought by

a

unit of silver.

Consequently,

the added imports from r4exico were not produced by offers

of higher prices for them.
The decline in exports of silver to China and Asia was

large enough to make the annual amount of silver retained

from the Mexican imports rise from zero in the late 1820

's

to about $4 million to the l830's, contributing about $20

million of silver to the American stock of specie between
1831 and 1836.

The Chinese were increasing their consumption

of opium in the l830's, and they abandoned their traditional

desire for silver in favor of a demand for bills on London to
buy opium from British India.

The Second Bank facilitated this

change by introducing long-dated bills of exchange (the China
or India bills) especially for the Eastern trade. 35

It would

not be too misleading to say that the Opium War was more closely

connected to the American inflation than the Bank War between

Jackson and Biddle.

.
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IV

It has been natural to see the events of the years

following

the Bank War as a test of Jackson's policies toward the Second

Bank of the United States.

Although commendation of Jackson

for his actions would be inappropriate here, it nevertheless

must be admitted that the test is not quite fair.

There

were economic vicissitudes after the destruction of the

Second Bank, but do we want to say,

"

Post hoc, ergo propter hoc "?

Historians have not been noteworthy for their attempts to
reconstruct the causal connection between the Bank War and
the inflation, relying explicitly or implicitly on the

presumed effects of the former on the money supply,

V/hen

this

supply is examined, however, a completely different picture

emerges
The money supply rose for a variety of reasons, and most
of them were not connected with Jackson,

The introduction of

opium into China, the payment of the French indemnity, and
the increase in the output of Mexican mines, all helped to

Increase the supply of money independently of Jackson,

In

addition, the responsiveness of the supply of money to specie

-30-

Imports derived fron the high ratio of noney to specie per-

mitted by the banking system established before Jackson's
election.

Only the specie inflow in

ISS'^

caused by the

recession of that year can be connected unambiguously to

Jacksonian politics.
This rise in the supply of money led to a rise in prices

because it was faced with a comparatively stable demand
for real balances and a rise in the supply of foreign capital

available to the United States.

The British willingness to

lend in the United States in the l830's was substantially

independent of American politics, although to the extent it
was a reaction of the retimrement of the public debt it owed

something to the American tariff policies.

Similarly, the

stable demand for real balances is hard to link with politics.

Taking everything into consideration, Jackson must be given
a

small part in creating the inflation of the l830's.
It

is a separate question,

of course, whether Jackson's

new policies in I836 brought this inflation to its spectacular
close.

But the inflation was produced by the conjunction

of several forces, and it is doubtful whether they could

have been kept in balance by any institutional framework

available in the l830's.

To the extent that the crisis of

-Bl-

iss? and the subsequent deflation resulted from the dis-

harmony of forces only tenuously and briefly connected, they
too cannot be used as impartial tests of Jacksonian policies
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APPENDIX ON DATA

1.

Table

1:

Data on state banks for 1830-3^ were taken from Van

Fenstermaker, pp

,

66-68, expanded to allow for his partial

sample by dividing his totals by the proportion of banks

reported.

Data on state banks for 1835-^^ were taken from

U.S. Congress, House Document 111, 26th Congress, 2nd Session

(l84l), p. 1^55, and U.S. Congress, House Document 68, 31st

Congress, 1st Session (I85O), pp

,

^22-25, redated back one

year to show more accurately the time in which they were
collected.

Data on the Second Bank of the United States were

taken from House Document 111, p. 1^19, redated with the
other Treasury data,

(Van Fenstermaker

'

s

data on the

Second Bank could not be used as they show the volume of
notes Issued, which is about twice as large as the volume of
notes actually in circulation.)

The stock of specie in the

United States was taken from the I896 Report of the U.S.

Comptroller of the Currency, Vol. I, p. 5^^, redated with
the other Treasury data.

.
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Net banks obligations v;ere defined to be notes in cir-

culation plus deposits plus the amount due other banks less
notes of otlier banks held less the amount due from other
banks.

The money supply then equaled net bank obligations

plus specie outside banks.

(Specie funds were not counted

in this computation or in the computation of reserve ratios.)

The federal and state governments are included among the public
in this definition.
pp.

The stock of money reported by Macesich,

43O-31, is smaller than this one by the amount due other

banks plus the federal government's deposits and specie
The amount due other banks has to be included

holdings.

to balance the amount due from other banks, as together they

show the volume of interbank borrowing.

The federal government

is included v;ith the public because there is little reason

not to.

It

could not create money as it can

nov;,

and there

is little reason for treating it differently than state

governments
The reserve ratio is the ratio of specie in banks to net

bank obligations.

The proportion of money held as specie

is the ratio of specie not

in banks to money.
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2.

Table

2;

The data in Table

2

refer only to imports and foreign

exports of gold and silver coin and bullion, almost all of
the flows reported being coin (labelled specie in the original

sources).

They differ from the specie flows shown in

Historical Statistics of the United States (I960), p. 538,
by their omission of domestic exports of gold and silver

coin, labelled "manufactures of gold and silver coin" in

I83I-37.

Manufactures of gold and silver are commodity

exports, although they can use monetary gold and silver as
raw material.
37

The total quantity of these exports in I83I-

was $7 million, which undoubtedly was more than offset

by domestic mining of gold and silver.

The

data come from

the annual Reports on Commerce and Navigation, which can be

found most easily from the following table:

Fiscal Year

,
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